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UMBRIA JAZZ 2001 

A review by JazzChord editor Eric Myers* 

________________________________________________________ 

 

The Italian pianist Stefano Bollani (left, in focus), facing the bassist Enzo 

Pietropaou, (foreground, blurred): Bollani has an ability to suddenly break out of 

the mould and burst into passages of withering brilliance... PHOTO CREDIT 

GIANCARLO BELFIORE 

he 2001 festival was only my second Umbria Jazz but I think I can say that, as 

usual, it was a beautiful festival. Once again, 200,000 people over ten days 

descended on Perugia (situated in “the green heart of Italy”) primarily to party 

in the streets and enjoy free entertainment. But also there was the more serious, 

ticketed artistic program, presenting many of the world’s finest jazz artists. 

So many joyous moments remain in the memory: the extraordinary music of the 

Wayne Shorter Acoustic Quartet in the Giardini del Frontone, the open-air venue 

where the largest concerts took place; the massive force of the reunited 1987 Gil 

Evans Orchestra, which commenced at midnight, Italian time, for eight nights in a 

row at the Teatro Pavone; the svelte mainstream of the trio led by the guitarist/singer 

John Pizzarelli (Bucky’s talented son), who played every night at the Bottega del 

Vino, a crowded little wine bar in the centre of Perugia. 

_________________________________________________________ 

*JazzChord editor Eric Myers travelled to Italy in 2001 at his own expense. From 

July 13-22, 2001, he was in Perugia as a guest of Umbria Jazz. This article 

appeared in the Aug/Sep 2001  edition of JazzChord. 
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Umbria Jazz could well be at the crossroads. A glance at past programs shows that 

the legendary black American musicians have traditionally provided the core of the 

artistic program. But so many of them have now passed on. In 2000 there was a 

memorable tribute to the late Milt Jackson by vibists Gary Burton and Joe Locke. 

Since then, two American musicians who played beautifully at the 2000 festival, Billy 

Higgins and John Lewis, have left us. Who is coming up to take their place? Where 

does a major cultural event like Umbria Jazz turn when such musicians are not being 

replaced by formidable players? 

Latin and, for want of a better term, world music, are one answer. Marc Ribot and 

Los Cubanos Postizos opened proceedings in the Giardini del Frontone, and two 

nights later Gilberto Gil and Milton Nascimento had the Frontone crowd throbbing 

for three hours with their Brasil concert. 

Also the festival organisers can well turn to some outstanding Italian musicians to 

provide an impressive local component, as illustrated by the repeat of the New York 

concert of January, 2001 by the Italian Jazz All Stars. One of the most interesting 

musicians amongst this array of talent is the pianist Stefano Bollani, who is part of a 

splendid trio, with Giovanni Tommaso (bass) and Roberto Gatto (drums). Bollani is a 

reminder of the late [Australian] Roger Frampton in his ability to suddenly break out 

of the mould and burst into passages of withering brilliance. 

 

Paolo Fresu: he played superbly three nights later … alongside the better-known 

Enrico Rava… 

The Italian trumpeter Paolo Fresu — who was not part of this concert — played 

superbly three nights later in the Frontone, alongside the better-known Enrico Rava, 

in a tribute to Miles Davis’s 1950s quintet repertoire (Miles Quintet). Fresu, at 40 

years of age, gets equal billing with Rava as “the two most important trumpeters in 

Italy” and their collaboration at this concert was one of the most enjoyable interludes 

at the festival. This support group, with the trio led by Bollani again, dwarfed the 

main act of the evening, the Gato Barbieri/Rava Quintet. Has Barbieri, known for his 
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music for the film The Last Tango in Paris, always been such a mediocre tenor 

saxophonist? 

 

Gato Barbieri: known for his music for the film The Last Tango in Paris, has he 

always been such a mediocre tenor saxophonist?... 

In view of Umbria Jazz’s admirable policy of enabling artists to stay around as much 

as possible and give multiple performances (it’s delightful to go back and hear more, 

and get further into the music) the sole performance by the David Douglas Quintet 

was virtually a cameo, but a gem nonetheless - state of the art modern jazz. 

Another highlight was the thrilling blues singing of Fontella Bass with her colleague, 

the extraordinary Jimmy Scott. Scott, now 76, struggles along as a singer without 

much of a voice, and he takes tunes, especially ballads, at such a dead slow tempo 

that there appears to be too much space to fill. In the process, he articulates the lyrics 

in such a way that he draws your attention to them, perhaps for the first time. He 

gave an uncanny performance, and I have never before heard anything like him. 

On the same concert (what a triple bill) we heard the refined post-bop of the Terence 

Blanchard Quintet (sometimes referred to as “America’s classical music”, now that 

Blanchard is with Sony Classical), followed by the slightly more dynamic and showy 

Roy Hargrove Quintet. All great stuff and I can forgive Hargrove his extroversion and 

histrionics as long as he continues to employ that marvellous pianist, the still 

relatively undiscovered Larry Willis. At Umbria Jazz 2000 Willis performed in his 

own right with his trio: Gerald Cannon (bass) and Willie Jones III (drums), the 

rhythm section of the Hargrove quintet. Unfortunately this delight was not repeated 

in 2001. 
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Then there was the great Keith Jarrett and his trio, with Gary Peacock (bass) and 

Jack DeJohnette (drums). What can one say about this group? Four and a half 

thousand people sat spellbound and silent in the Frontone while the Jarrett trio 

played two 45-minute sets. The music was so refined, logical and complete, that one 

might have been listening to written classical music. More than most jazz artists, 

Jarrett combines a cult following amongst jazz buffs with the mass audience. It’s a 

unique phenomenon. Jarrett produced little that one can’t experience from his 

Whisper Not CD, but the knowledge that this marvellous music was being created 

before your very eyes, and coming to you live from the stage into your very ears, was 

a tonic. As usual, the repertoire concentrated on standards Like Someone In Love, 

Yesterdays, There Will Never Be Another You, Now’s The Time, I’m Going To Laugh 

You Out Of My Life, Out of Nowhere - but there was one episode of what one might 

call free jazz, taken at breakneck speed, and played with withering brilliance, which 

was not on offer in 2000. Otherwise it was vintage Jarrett, and beautifully delivered, 

in terms of sound, to the audience. 

 

Keith Jarrett, snapped at Umbria jazz: Four and a half thousand people sat 

spellbound and silent… while the Jarrett trio played two 45-minute sets… PHOTO 

CREDIT GIANCARLO BELFIORE 

The technicians achieved genuine separation of sound (as opposed to cacophony) so 

that the interactions between the musicians could be clearly heard, and the beauty of 

the music made transparent to the listener. 
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The previous evening there was a double bill of two piano trios, those led by Brad 

Mehldau and Ahmad Jamal. They were no less interesting. Mehldau appeared to be 

on automatic pilot, and I wasn’t surprised to hear later that he was said to be tired. 

But, with Larry Grenadier (bass) and Jorge Rossy (drums) he played solidly for over 

an hour, in an effortless outpouring of brilliant ideas, so dominant that he hardly 

paused to enable any of the other players to take a solo. 

 

The pianist Brad Mehldau: apparently on automatic pilot, but an endless 

outpouring of brilliant ideas... PHOTO CREDIT GIANCARLO BELFIORE 

Jamal, more aware of pleasing the crowd, also presented music full of interest, his 

trio being graced by the beautiful drumming of the one-and-only Idris Muhammad. 

 

Wayne Shorter, with the bassist John Patitucci in the background: a memorable 

performance... PHOTO CREDIT GIANCARLO BELFIORE 
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And, for the first time at Umbria Jazz, there were three Australian groups: the Tim 

Stevens Trio, Ishish, and the Bernie McGann Trio. They each did three afternoon 

performances on the three days that one might assume would be amongst the busiest 

of the festival: Thu July 19, Fri July 20, and Sat July 21. 

 

For the first time at Umbria Jazz, there were three Australian groups, led by Tim 

Stevens (pictured above), Bernie McGann (pictured below), and Ronny Ferella 

(pictured under McGann)… 

 

 

Carlo Pagnotta presented the three groups with something of a challenge when he 

scheduled their performances in the Oratorio di Santa Cecilia, a restored venue (with 

the help of sponsor Heineken) constructed in the 17th Century for the presentation of 

religious music. I can understand why Carlo chose this venue. He had heard all three 

groups in Australia in small venues, and was convinced that the music was so refined 

that it needed to be heard in silence, and in exquisite surroundings. (The opposite 
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extreme would have been to present the Australians in the hurly burly of the stages 

outside on the Corso, where people were partying and, often, not listening). 

The Oratorio di Santa Cecilia was a straightforward venue where classical chamber 

music might be heard to advantage. It was a round, dome-like room with a very high 

ceiling. There was carpet on the performing area but, otherwise, little to absorb the 

sound, with the exception of plush seats and people, if the audience was substantial. 

There were no curtains behind the stage, nor anything on the walls to absorb sound. 

Under these conditions bass lines extend and resonate, a cymbal stroke lasts forever. 

If not played sparingly, drums bully the sound, over-filling the small space available 

for it. The more people who attended, the better the sound. The three Australian 

groups played very well indeed. But, under these circumstances, it was not a question 

of how well they played, but how their musics were delivered to, and received by, 

those who attended. There were as many opinions as people who attended. 

The Bernie McGann Trio handled the acoustics well, with intuitive professionalism. 

Their three gigs had a clear trajectory to what was, at their final gig on July21, a 

performance of blistering mastery by McGann on alto, with Jonathan Zwartz (double 

bass) and Nick McBride (drums) a tower of strength behind him. 

This recalled for me a Side On gig in 2000 when the great Melbourne altoist Ian 

Chaplin and Bernie pushed each other over the top. After one extraordinary McGann 

solo, [the Australian expatriate] Terry Martin, then visiting from Chicago, remarked 

“That is why Bernie is one of the great alto players in the world today”.  McGann’s 

final performance in Perugia was of this vintage. 

In my view, Ishish and Tim Stevens Trio handled the acoustics less well. Otherwise, I 

gladly leave comments on the Australian performances to the distinguished 

American writer Mike Zwerin, who kindly agreed to write on the “Australian stage” 

especially for JazzChord.* 

As you can read for yourself, it is gratifying to note that Mike, one of the world’s most 

respected jazz writers, enjoyed the Australian performances very much. 

________________________________________________________ 

 
 
*The review of the performances at Umbria Jazz 2001 by the three Australian 
groups, written by the American jazz writer Mike Zwerin, appeared in the 
Aug/Sep, 2001 edition of JazzChord, and is reproduced on this website at this link 
https://www.ericmyersjazz.com/contributions/.  Zwerin, who was in 2001 the jazz 
and popular music writer for the International Herald Tribune, based in Paris, died 
in 2010. 

https://www.ericmyersjazz.com/contributions/

